BOAT REFURBISHMENT SERVICE
We have two levels of Boat Refurbishing Service - the Hull Only Service and the Complete Boat Service.
The Hull Only Service cleans the boat, checks the hull & fittings, repairs any minor hull defects, touches up
the tops (canvases and inside) and resprays the outside of the hull. After respraying, the boat is carefully
rubbed down and polished to bring the surface back to very nearly new!
The Complete Boat Service is a total overhaul of the boat from bow to stern. It includes a complete check of
the hull - inside and out. We then do any minor repairs to the hull and respray the whole - inside and out.
All fittings are put back on, replacing any that we have agreed with you need replacement. After respraying
the boat is carefully rubbed down and polished. Your boat will come back to you looking fantastic and ready
to go!
The Hull Only
Service

What's Included

The Complete Boat
Service

Careful cleaning of the boat, which includes a minute inspection of
X
the hull and fittings

X

Removal of all fittings

X

X

Preparation of the hull ready for respray

X

X

Repairing any minor hull defects, scratches or dents*

X

X

Touching in on the tops - canvases and inside the boat

X

Respray the outside of the hull

X

Respray of the complete boat - inside & outside

X

Finishing the boat - carefully rubbing it down and polishing it

X

X

Replacement boat code and name vinyls

X

X

* This does not include major damage such as holes, deep scratches, broken shoulders, bruising etc.

Effective
01/01/2020

The Hull Only
Service Exc. VAT

The Hull Only
Service Inc. VAT

The Complete Boat
Service Exc. VAT

The Complete Boat
Service Inc. VAT

Single

£617.00

£740.40

£764.00

£916.80

Pair / Double

£794.00

£952.80

£1,058.00

£1,269.60

Fours / Quad

£1,099.00

£1,318.80

£1,601.00

£1,921.20

Eight

£1,509.00

£1,810.80

£2,173.00

£2,607.60

Should any wooden shoulders need replacing the cost will be £386.00 (£463.20 inc. VAT) each

01932 353421

boats@janousek.co.uk

www.janousekandstampfli.com

14 Wintersells Road, Byfleet, Surrey, KT14 7LF

